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Abstract. This paper addresses robust automatic orientation, calibration, and disparity estimation for generating visualizations from image
triplets. Here, robust means, that meaningful results are obtained for
a larger number of triplets without changing any parameter. This is
achieved, e.g., by using as initial search space the whole image and by
automatically estimating the search width for disparity estimation. The
approach works for wider baselines than standard approaches for sequences. Results for visualization based on the trifocal tensor show the
validity of the approach.
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Introduction

Visualization of real world scenes is needed for a variety of applications ranging
from video communications to the generation of movies. In the next section a
robust approach for the automatic (projective) orientation of image triplets is
presented, which is the first step towards visualization. Image triplets are employed instead of pairs, because their redundancy helps to rule out blunders
and helps to robustly determine important parameters such as the search width
for disparity estimation. The orientation builds on the estimation of the trifocal tensor based on the Carlsson-Weinshall duality, RANSAC (random sample
consensus), and hierarchical matching including tracking through the pyramid.
Section 3 presents a robust approach for the determination of the principal distances. An approximate calibration is a prerequisite for a meaningful navigation
during visualization. From epipolar resampled images we generate a disparity
map with a cooperative approach improved by several means and extended to
three images given in Section 4. Results for trifocal tensor based visualization
in Section 5 demonstrate the validity of our approach. The whole approach is
robust in that sense that for a larger number of triplets meaningful results are
obtained with all parameters fixed. The paper ends with conclusions.
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2.1

Robust Orientation of Image Triplets
Estimation of the Trifocal Tensor

Where not stated otherwise, the algorithms employed are taken from [1]. Our
basic building block for the orientation of an image sequence is the trifocal tensor

T . Its basic advantage is, that it renders it possible to linearly transfer points
from two images into a third, helping to rule out blunders. To estimate the
trifocal tensor from a minimum of six point triplets, we employ the CarlssonWeinshall duality. Utilizing an algorithm which gives a solution for a minimum
number of points is important, because it considerably reduces the solution space
for robust estimation based, e.g., on RANSAC.
Even though we reduce mismatches by hierarchical matching (cf. Section
2.2), there are usually far too many, e.g., for an efficient least squares solution.
As we only have relatively few parameters and a high redundancy, RANSAC is
a good choice. As proposed in [2], we have fixed the problem, that by neglecting
statistical correlations the procedure to determine adaptively the number of
samples gives a much too low number, by multiplying the number of samples
with a larger factor. We use 500 for the fundamental matrix and 50 for the
trifocal tensor, which gives satisfying results.
2.2

Hierarchical Matching

We significantly reduce the search space by means of a hierarchical approach
based on image pyramids. With this not only the efficiency, but also the robustness is improved considerably. Highly precise conjugate points are obtained from
a least-squares matching of points obtained from the sub-pixel Förstner operator
[3]. On the coarsest level of the pyramids, which we define to consist of about
100 × 100 pixels, no reduction of the search space, e.g., by means of epipolar
lines, is yet available. To reduce the complexity of the matching induced by setting the search space to the full image size for the coarsest pyramid level, several
measures are taken. First, before least-square matching, we sort out many points
by thresholding and maximizing, respectively, the correlation score among image
windows. What is more, we restrict ourselves in the first image to only a few
hundred points by regional non-maximum suppression.
Because of the higher combinatorial complexity of the trifocal tensor than of
fundamental matrices, we compute on the coarsest pyramid level fundamental
matrices from the second to the first and to the third image. We have found that
it suffices to track the points through the image pyramid, after having obtained
a solution for the trifocal tensor on the second coarsest level of the pyramid. For
each level, we scale the point coordinates by a factor of two and then match the
point by least-squares matching sub-pixel precisely. This was found to be much
faster and equally reliable than extracting points and matching them on each
level. The tracking of two hundred points is a matter of a few seconds even for
images with a size of five mega-pixels.
2.3

Robust Projective Bundle Adjustment

For the linear solution with the trifocal tensor there is no need for approximate values. To obtain a precise solution, we compute a (projective) bundle
adjustment. For the actual optimization the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
implemented in the MINPACK public domain package is used.

Even though RANSAC together with other measures more or less guarantees,
that the solution is valid, there is still a larger number of blunders in the data. To
get rid of them, we eliminate observations with the largest residuals as long they
are n times larger than the average standard deviation of the observations σ0 =
v T v/redundancy, with v the residuals and all observations weighted equally. We
have found that a factor n of 5 to 8 times σ0 leads to reasonable results. This is
in accordance with values derived from robust statistics.
The approach was implemented in C++ based on the commercial image
processing package HALCON and the public domain linear algebra package LAPACK interfaced by the template numerical toolkit (TNT). The left three images
of Figure 1 show the orientation of a triplet, which we have named Cathedral.
The dataset is given in [4] as an example for a wider baseline triplet which cannot be oriented by the usual image sequence programs. We are not only able
to orient this triplet, but as we use the full image as initial search space, it is
possible to do this with one and the same parameter set for a wider range of
imagery.

Fig. 1. Left: Wide baseline triplet Cathedral from [4] with matched points and epipolar
lines from first to second and third image after calibration. σ0 was 0.051 pixels before
and 0.51 pixels after calibration; Right: First image of triplet Desk.
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Robust Calibration

We have implemented standard procedures for auto-calibration, particularly,
based on the absolute dual quadric, also including the constraint, that the skew
is zero, and stratified auto-calibration [5]. Unfortunately, we found our implementation to be unstable for image triplets. Therefore, we have developed a
simple, but robust means for the calibration of image triplets.
Start point is the projective, robustly optimized image orientation. From the
trifocal tensor the fundamental matrix F12 from image one to two can be computed and from it the essential matrix and the calibrated projection matrix for
the second camera. After defining the metric coordinate frame by this means,
three-dimensional (3D) Euclidean points are calculated and the third projection
matrix is determined linearly from the 3D points via the direct linear transform.

For the metric bundle adjustment we employ Pi = K [R | t]. There are five parameters to be optimized for the second projection matrix and six for the third:
three translations in t (only two for the second projection matrix) and three
rotations in R. To make the problem well-behaved, rotations are represented via
quaternions.
The unconstrained optimization of the calibration parameters leads to local
minima and thus to unsatisfactory results. Therefore, we assume that the principal point is in the center of the image, the skew is zero, and the ratio of the
principal distance in x- and y- direction is approximately the ratio of the width
and the height of the image. We further assume that principal distances range
from 0.5 to 2.5. Then, the idea is to sample the principal distance in x-direction,
αx logarithmically by 2.5 ∗ 0.95n with 0 ≤ n ≤ 30 and to take the σ0 of the of
the least squares adjustment as criterion. For the αx resulting in the lowest σ0 ,
αy is varied starting from 1.15 ∗ αx with 1.15 ∗ αx ∗ 0.98n and 0 ≤ n ≤ 15.
The approach gave a meaningful result for all runs of the experiments presented here, but also in all other experiments. The camera used for the triplet
shown in Figure 1, right side, is a Rollei D7 metric camera with highly precisely
known parameters αx = 0.8317, αy = 1.1055, x0 = 0.0329 and y0 = −0.0095,
and no skew. For this triplet αx = 0.778 ± 0.020 and αy = 1.079 ± 0.033 were
obtained for ten runs. This is not too good but still in accordance with the given
calibration data. Our implementation of calibration based on the absolute dual
quadric gave reasonable results for this triplet, but only with the constraint on
the skew. Also our implementation of stratified auto-calibration did not lead to
a useful result for many of the runs. For the above triplet Cathedral we do not
have ground-truth. We have obtained αx = 2.37 ± 0.11 and αy = 1.93 ± 0.14
for ten runs. Both methods based on the absolute dual quadric failed for all ten
runs. The stratified auto-calibration gave a totally different result for two runs
and for the rest αx = 2.18 ± 0.10 and αy = 1.91 ± 0.06, which is in the same
range as our result. Similar results were obtained also for other image triplets.
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Improved Cooperative Disparity Estimation

For disparity estimation we generate epipolar images based on the essential matrix. An essential step to make the whole procedure independent of user-supplied
parameters is the determination of offset and search width for disparity estimation. As the employed approach uses a 3D array, this is not only important for
robustness, but also due to computational complexity. The idea is to take the
most reliable points that we can get hold of, namely those which survive the
robust least squares adjustment for the image triplet, and project them into the
epipolar image. As we have the redundant triplets, this step generates a meaningful search width in most cases. Because of the computational complexity, we
scale down the images to a range of 200 × 300 pixels for disparity estimation.
Our approach on disparity estimation is based on [6]. It is described in more
detail in [7]. The basic idea is to employ explicitly stated global constraints on
uniqueness and continuity of the disparities. 3D support regions are employed

to enforce continuity by fusing support among disparity estimates. Matching
scores are calculated for the search width and then stored in a 3D array made
up of image width and height as well as search width. Assuming opaque, diffusereflecting surfaces, the uniqueness constraint requires that on one ray of view
only one point is visible. This implies an inhibition which is realized by weighting
down all scores besides the strongest. Support and inhibition are iterated. We
have chosen [6] because it can deal with strong occlusions and large search widths
and have extended it by the following means:
– By a recursive implementation of the 3D box-filter we have sped up the
computation. Opposed to the original approach, we employ symmetric support. This considerably improves the performance. By a small preference
for smaller disparities we increase the probability, that occluded regions, for
which no match is possible, obtain correct, smaller disparities.
– As proposed by [8], we use for the matching scores besides cross-correlation
absolute differences with truncation. We have extended it by combining both.
This is based on the idea, that correlation works best for horizontally textured regions. To generate unambiguous matches, the matching scores are
weighted down when a special type of auto-correlation, which is only evaluated outside the matching window and inside the search width, is large.
– By combining image gradient and disparity gradient to control the amount
of smoothing as proposed by [9], we avoid blurring disparity discontinuities
and the elimination of narrow linear structures. Detecting occlusions and
reducing the probabilities for large disparities in these regions is another
means to obtain in occluded regions more meaningful, smaller disparities.
An excellent recent survey [8] on disparity estimation has not only grouped
existing approaches into a taxonomy, but also introduced an evaluation metric
as well as test data to compare different approaches. Our results for an evaluation according to [8] are given at www.middlebury.edu/stereo. The improved
algorithm is listed on third place as of June 4, 2003, while the original algorithm
is ranked thirteenth. The computation time for all four images is 102 seconds on
a 2.5 GHz PC.
For the results in this paper we use this algorithm with the modification, that
the absolute differences are made invariant against a different average brightness
of the image windows. Opposed to the data set in www.middlebury.edu/stereo,
many other images have a significantly different gray value for homologous windows.
To make use also of the information in the third image, we have implemented
the following procedure: For all iterations but the first, for each pixel in the first
image the disparity is selected, for which the score is maximum. Using this
disparity, the herewith defined point is transferred via the trifocal tensor into
the third image. There, the cross-correlation with the corresponding region in
the first image is calculated and the element in the 3D array corresponding to
the given disparity is weighted with it. We found that this procedure improves
the results slightly for some images, but in most cases it does not only make
each iteration much slower, but it takes also more iterations until convergence.
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Results

Figure 2 shows the result for the image triplet Cathedral. The disparity map
clearly reflects the depth-structure and the visualizations show that the metric
structure was at least approximately reconstructed. The disparity map for the
triplet Desk (cf. Figure 3 upper row) is not totally satisfying, but it should be
considered that there are larger textureless parts in the image. The image triplet
Kitchen stems from the web page at Microsoft maintained by Antonio Criminisi
and Phil Torr. The results show the high quality achievable with the approach.
Please note that all results shown in this paper where produced with one set
of parameters. Similar results were obtained also for a larger number of other
images, though there are, naturally, also a couple of images where the results
are not (yet) satisfactory.

Fig. 2. Disparity map (left; non-overlapping and occluded regions in red/gray) and
visualizations (center and right; occluded regions in black) for Cathedral from [4]
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Conclusions and Problems

Our method for (projective) orientation of image triplets is robust in that sense
that it generates results, which can be reproduced, with one set of parameters
for a larger set of triplets. The cameras can have a considerably larger baseline
than usual video sequences.
As we do not yet use homographies as a second option instead of fundamental
matrices, such as in [10], we cannot deal with planar scenes. Our approach also
fails, if the overlap between the three images is not large enough. This problem
and also our failure to orient images, which are rotated around the camera axis
could probably be overcome by an extension of our approach with importance
sampling, such as in [11]. Though, the additional modeling will also increase the
complexity considerably.
The tracking of points through the pyramid relies on two conditions: Basically, the sizes of objects or, from another point of view, the frequencies in the

Fig. 3. Upper row – left: disparity map for Desk (non-overlapping and occluded regions
in red / light gray); center: visualization (occluded regions in black) for Desk; right:
first image for Kitchen from web page Antonio Criminisi and Phil Torr; lower row –
left: disparity map for Kitchen; center and left: visualizations

images, have to be more or less uniformly distributed. More specifically, point objects, in the most instances corners, must exist, which are visible and keep their
characteristics over the lower parts of the pyramid. We have found, that these
conditions are fulfilled by many images, though there are also counterexamples.
For instance, the circular targets usually employed in close range photogrammetry result into prominent points at coarse resolutions, while at finer resolutions,
they can only be detected in the form of ellipses.
The calibration procedure based on sampling yields acceptable results, which
can be reproduced and are in accordance with given calibration data. Though,
it will probably fail, if the principal point is farther away from the image center.
Therefore, it might be useful to implement the approach for constrained autocalibration proposed by [10].
Our means to improve the cooperative approach for disparity estimation
give good results for a variety of images. Other approaches such as [12] perform
partly better, but they also have an even higher computational complexity. Our
simple experiments of a generalization of the approach with the trifocal tensor to
triplets were not too successful. We think that a better way would be to project
the results of cooperative disparity estimation from stereo pairs via the known
orientation parameters in a Euclidean 3D array and then feed back cooperating
points to cooperative disparity estimation. This would be similar to the voxel
walls in [13].
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